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Abstract
Newsroom innovation labs have been created over the last ten years to develop algorithmic news recommenders (ANR)
that suggest and summarise what news is. Although these ANRs are still in an early stage and have not yet been imple‐
mented in the entire newsroom, they have the potential to change how newsworkers fulfil their daily decisions (gatekeep‐
ing) and autonomy in setting the agenda (agenda‐setting). First, this study focuses on the new dynamics of the ANR and
how it potentially influences the newsworkers’ role of gatekeeping within the newsgathering process. Second, this study
investigates how the dynamics of an ANR could influence the autonomy of the newsworkers’ role as media agenda setters.
In order to advance our understanding of the changing dynamics of gatekeeping and agenda‐setting in the newsroom, this
study conducts expert interviews with 16 members of newsroom innovation labs of The Washington Post, The Wall Street
Journal, Der Spiegel, the BBC, and the Bayerische Rundfunk (BR) radio station. The results show that when newsworkers
interact with ANRs, they rely on suggestions and summaries to evaluate what is newsworthy, especially when there is a
“news peak” (elections, a worldwide pandemic, etc.). With regard to the agenda‐setting role, the newsworker still has full
autonomy, but the ANR creates a “positive acceleration effect” on how certain topics are put on the agenda.
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1. Introduction

Newsroom innovation labs have been created over
the last ten years to develop algorithmic news recom‐
menders (ANR) that suggest and summarise what news
is. With the help of intelligent technologies, these algo‐
rithmic recommenders are increasingly being deployed
in the news ecosystem, where tools such as Mode (e.g.,
translating and restructuring stories) and Starfruit (e.g.,
summarising news stories) are used to make news rec‐
ommendations based on data (Beam & Kosicki, 2014;
Molumby, 2020; Nechushtai & Lewis, 2019; Ricci et al.,
2011). Due to the newness of these ANRs, it is unclear

whether they will create new dynamics or paths for how
news reaches the journalist. On the one hand, some
point out that these ANRs and recommendations may
lead to a decrease in the quality of the news on offer,
or result in more polarisation (Helberger, 2019; Pariser,
2011). On the other hand, others point to the positive
repercussions of the implementation of such ANRs, as
they can result in finding new angles or causemore inter‐
action with readers (Beckett, 2019).

The 2021 Reuters report concludes that three quar‐
ters of the editors and CEOs of news outlets surveyed
believe that smart technology such as AI will have the
most significant impact on journalism in the next five
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years and that this impact will come specifically from
news recommender systems (Newman, 2021, p. 30).
Although these ANRs are still in an early stage and have
not yet been implemented in the entire newsroom, they
can create new dynamics within the news ecosystem.
By implementing ANRs, these systems have the poten‐
tial to change both the pace (i.e., the speed of the deci‐
sion) and the nature (i.e., the choice and selection of rel‐
evant articles) of decisions (Bandy & Diakopoulos, 2020;
Pavlik, 2000). Indeed, these systems can result in an
intrinsic change of crucial work packages—such as decid‐
ingwhat is new(er)—that are usually carried out by news‐
workers. It is essential to focus on the concept of (jour‐
nalistic) autonomy, a theoretical concept often put for‐
ward within the field of human‐machine interaction and
journalism studies. For example, the use of ANRs can
result in a loss of journalistic autonomy in the short term
because these ANRs canmake decisions more accurately
and quickly than newsworkers. In the long term, this may
result in a change in core journalistic roles such as gate‐
keeping and agenda‐setting (see, for example, Thurman
et al., 2019). In addition, the processes in journalismmay
also change as a result of this new technological applica‐
tion, as ANRs may influence how and where the news
moves and goes.

As Shin (2020) notes, research on the role of news‐
workers in relation to these ANRs as potential gatekeep‐
ers and agenda setters is somewhat limited. In other
words, it is less clear how the news employee inter‐
acts with the ANR. That is why in this study we
focus on the impact of these ANRs by conducting in‐
depth interviews with newsroom innovation lab employ‐
ees at The Washington Post, The Wall Street Journal,
Der Spiegel, the BBC, and the Bayerische Rundfunk (BR)
radio station. These labs are usually part of the overarch‐
ing newsroombut, unlike the newsroom, they often have
a greater affinity with the development and implementa‐
tion of news tools such as ANRs. The choice to focus on
newsroom innovation labs is deliberate, asmany of these
ANRs are still in a beta phase and are not being used
across the newsroom. Lab members—who are, by defi‐
nition, innovators or at least early adopters—are there‐
fore best placed to assess how these tools are already
changing the work and role of the journalist today and
how they can and will influence journalism in the near
future. By carrying out this study, we want to advance
our understanding of the newsworker–ANR interaction,
as the issue as to who makes the decisions, selects the
news, and sets the digital agenda has becomemore com‐
plex and unclear.

2. Literature Review

2.1. New Actors in the News Ecosystem: Algorithmic
News Recommenders

The emergence of new technologies and digital plat‐
forms has created a need within newsrooms to innovate

continuously and has led to the existence of newsroom
innovation labs (Tameling & Broersma, 2013; Thurman
et al., 2019). With the further development of AI in the
form of machine learning and natural language genera‐
tion, newsrooms can develop and implement tools that
support certain workflows of journalists and in some
cases, partially take over specific tasks (Diakopoulos,
2020). One of the tools developed in newsroom innova‐
tion labs are ANRs, which are gradually leaving the labs
and gradually becoming new links within the news pro‐
duction process.

In order to examine the new dynamics being brought
about by these ANRs, it is essential to distinguish
between four types of recommender systems. Firstly,
some systems make personalised recommendations
based on metadata (content‐based). Secondly, some
ANRs obtain insights based on what other users like to
read (collaborative filtering). Thirdly, some algorithms
work on data about their users (knowledge‐based).
Finally, there is a type of ANRs that combine the previ‐
ous algorithms (see, for example, Helberger, 2019; Karimi
et al., 2018). For the scope of this study, we will focus
solely on content‐based ANRs because they are primarily
used in the newsgathering phase. What they actually do
is make recommendations to the journalist based on arti‐
cles, press releases, and other data. In this study, we are
not talking about news recommendation systems (such
as tools like Chartbeat and SmartOcto), which perform
tasks like mapping out the reading habits of the public
and, based on that data, making suggestions to the jour‐
nalist as to whether or not a specific article should be
given more prominence on a website or in a newsletter.

These ANRs and the way they collect and analyse
data have the potential to serve as a tool for news‐
workers, as they are able to present recommendations
for news articles to journalists, detect breaking news
events and make predictions (Beam & Kosicki, 2014;
Diakopoulos, 2019;Marconi, 2020). Due to the novelty of
these tools, it is not yet sufficiently clear how these spe‐
cific ANRs are being used within a news ecosystem, and
more specifically, how the newsworker interacts or does
not interact with this tool. Since one of the core tasks of
media outlets is to provide citizens with accurate infor‐
mation (the so‐called watchdog function), it is relevant
to investigate whether these ANRs can help or obstruct
the newsworker. For example, TheWashington Post used
an algorithmic recommendation system (content‐based)
called Lead Locator, which displayed the voting results of
specific candidates during the November 2020 presiden‐
tial election. This tool was developed in their dedicated
lab that forms part of the general newsroom and uses
machine learning to look for outliers in election data by
district (Diakopoulos et al., 2020). In doing so, the algo‐
rithm compares the data to previous elections in a given
locality and, based on that data, writes a short “tip sheet”
that the journalist sees in the Lead Locator tool. Based
on the available data, the ANR starts making suggestions
about what is newsworthy or what could be a possible
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lead. The tool and its suggestions may therefore cause
the way journalists gather, select, and plan their news to
be different than before (i.e., without the ANR). As with
Lead Locator, other tools have been developed which,
using automated writing, make local stories available to
reporters, some of which are then used as leads for addi‐
tional local coverage.

These ANRs can therefore influence the pace of cer‐
tain decisions that journalists make on a daily basis and
the nature of the choices made, such as selecting cer‐
tain information or data in order to arrive at an arti‐
cle. The newsworker–ANR interaction is therefore a rele‐
vant topic of study, as this interaction has the potential
to modify the pace and nature of the work of journal‐
ists. As part of such a study, it is also essential to focus
on the concept of autonomy that is often put forward
within human–machine interaction, as it advances our
understanding on how technology can impact journal‐
istic autonomy. Autonomy is defined here as the “free‐
dom that a professional has in performing his or her
professional tasks” (Reich & Hanitzsch, 2013, p. 135).
As ANRs quietly permeate the news ecosystem news‐
room, they have the potential to affect the freedom or
autonomy of human newsworkers. Since autonomy has
been described as a core value of journalism (Deuze,
2005), this reality could change howautonomy is defined
and embedded in the newsroom’s daily decision‐making.
It needs to be rethought in the context ofwhat Splendore
(2016, p. 348) called “the increasing intervention of
machines.” Augmented intervention couldmean redefin‐
ing the autonomy of human newsworkers, as these tools
will increasingly take charge of what Diakopoulos (2015,
p. 400) called “autonomous decision‐making.”

This degree of autonomy also relates to McLuhan’s
(1964) work and is rooted in the theory of technologi‐
cal determinism, a reductionist theory that assumes that
a society’s technology determines its social structure.
Here, the tool used to communicate influences the recip‐
ient’s mind (Lewis et al., 2019; McLuhan, 1964). In this
study, we would therefore like to examine the relation‐
ship and interaction between ANRs and newsworkers
and evaluate whether these interactions can enhance,
or complicate, the performance of their work packages
in newsgathering (Milosavljević & Vobič, 2019). As these
ANRs assist newsworkers in suggesting, selecting, and
summarising news, they may cause new dynamics to
emerge in how newsworkers perform their gatekeeping
and agenda‐setting roles.

2.2. New Dynamics of Decision‐Making in Gatekeeping

Nechushtai and Lewis (2019) have pointed out that since
the rise of the internet, ANRs can be considered “inter‐
vening factors,” as they have entered the news ecosys‐
tem quite bluntly and influenced the way decisions are
made by newsworkers. Indeed, an ANR can help deter‐
mine which topics to cover and has the potential to influ‐
ence the news employee’s choice about what makes cer‐

tain information newsworthy. We elaborate on how this
gatekeeping role may or may not change if an ANR is
able to detect, present, and summarise what news is.
After all, if we define gatekeeping as “the process of
selecting,writing, editing, posting, scheduling, repeating,
and otherwise massaging information to become news”
(Shoemaker et al., 2009, p. 73), then it is immediately
apparent that the previously described functions of an
ANR have a direct link to these journalistic roles and that
recommender tools can influence the news production
process and the final news output.

Previous studies by Tandoc (2017) and Vu (2014)
have demonstrated the impact of metrics tools on edi‐
torial choices and pointed to the new dynamics of gate‐
keeping. Indeed, as these studies have shown, metrics
systems (software that links to the news site and indi‐
cates, for example, how often an article is clicked on
and how long people stay on it on average) can have
an impact on news selection and editorial decision mak‐
ing, which can influence news diversity. Algorithmic rec‐
ommendation systems are also often considered “black
boxes,” contributing to concerns that news executives
will increasingly use them when news outlets are under
commercial pressure. This evolution could result in an
audience turn, where these recommender systems will
be used to distribute personalised content to their online
news consumers, leading in some cases to information
silos and filter bubbles (Belair‐Gagnon & Holton, 2018;
Diakopoulos & Koliska, 2017). Tandoc and Thomas (2015,
p. 247) concluded that because of algorithmic recom‐
mender systems, these filter bubbles could lead to “ghet‐
toizing citizens into bundles based on narrow prefer‐
ences and predilections rather than drawing them into
a community.”

If we consider these metrics systems, such as
Chartbeat and SmartOcto, as influencing news selection,
we can argue that ANRs in particular—which can be con‐
sidered even more sophisticated as metrics systems—
may influence what is “newsworthy.” Apart from the
abundant research on metrics systems, there has been
no research on ANR tools to date, apart from a study
by Helberger (2019). She focused on the democratic role
of ANRs and argued that these ANRs could create both
opportunities and threats when implemented in the
news ecosystem. As far as opportunities are concerned,
she concluded that ARNs are seen as tools that can rein‐
ventmedia processes, increase interactivitywith readers,
and result in news content that is more diverse. As with
other algorithmic recommender systems, a potential
threat could be the lack of transparency and diversity
in disseminating information by those ANRs among jour‐
nalists and the danger of even greater filter bubbles for
online news consumers (Diakopoulos & Koliska, 2017;
Nechushtai & Lewis, 2019).

According to Diakopoulos (2019), algorithmic recom‐
mender systems can act as gatekeepers because they can
process information and data by prioritising, classifying,
associating, and filtering it. Through automation, they
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can also produce short messages and therefore can sug‐
gest or summarisewhat is newsworthy—think of the “tip
sheets” of the Lead Locator—meaning that these ANRs
can be seen as even more skilled helpers (or possibly
even decision‐makers) for the journalist as gatekeepers,
compared to themore familiar metrics systems. Since no
research has so far been carried out on the interaction
between news employees and ANRs, we want to inves‐
tigate how this interaction takes place within newsgath‐
ering. Importantly, we will focus on newsworkers who
are members of newsroom innovation labs. These news‐
workers are in the cockpit of newsroom innovation and
often have different profiles to those of journalists in the
broader news ecosystem or newsroom. Because these
ANRs are often still in the beta phase, and because the
members have a greater affinity with what a tool can and
cannot do, they also have a better understanding of how
the newsworker–ANR interaction takes place. Because
these newsroom innovators are themost knowledgeable
about the capabilities, advantages, and disadvantages of
these tools, they may also have a better idea of how
an ANR might affect a newsworker’s daily decisions. This
brings us to the first research question: How do mem‐
bers of newsroom innovation labs experience ANRs on
the newsworkers’ daily decisions in newsgathering?

2.3. New Dynamics of Autonomy

ANRs have the potential to change the role of news‐
workers as decision‐makers and the way they put some‐
thing on the “media agenda” (Diakopoulos, 2020). In this
study, agenda‐setting is seen as the process by which
mass media determine what we think and care about
(McCombs, 2005). It is how news media come to label
topics as more important and present themmore promi‐
nently, with the result that audiences tend to see these
topics as more relevant than others. Like gatekeeping,
the agenda‐setting role of the media has undergone a
newdynamic since the rise of the Internet. Newpotential
agenda setters have appeared on the scene, such as the
public and tools that can at least controlwhat goes on the
agenda (Denham, 2010; Golan, 2006; McCombs, 2004;
Wallsten, 2007). With these new potential agenda set‐
ters in mind, scholars have long questioned the agenda‐
setting power of traditional media. Studies by Brosius
et al. (2019) and Tan and Weaver (2007) have analy‐
sed the longitudinal evolution of agenda‐setting among
media and have pointed to the importance of diffusion of
agenda‐setting in the digital age. In other words, the tra‐
ditional way of agenda‐setting no longer applies online,
and the rise of social media platforms has led to a newer
process of agenda‐setting.

Research by Gleason (2010) and Tandoc and Eng
(2017) has shown that the popularity of platforms
such as Twitter and Facebook have changed the pro‐
cess of news gathering and how agenda‐setting takes
place, with the agenda‐setting role of traditional media
allegedly becomingmore diffuse and complex (Weimann

& Brosius, 2016). With mass media seemingly strug‐
gling to maintain their grip on the public agenda due to
increasing selectivity and audience fragmentation, con‐
cerns about hownews distribution occurs in society have
only increased (Feezell, 2018). In short, in a world of
ever‐evolving digital media, customised news, and frag‐
mentation of online audiences who can choose which
news to consume within a high‐choice media environ‐
ment (Van Aelst et al., 2017), it is becoming less and less
clear whether a general news agenda still exists and who
sets that news agenda.

Therefore, it is essential to look at how ANRs that
are developed and implemented to help newsworkers
find, select, verify, summarise, and disseminate news
can influence the agenda‐setting power of news media
and journalists. As these ANRs increasingly decide what
data and information are shared with newsworkers and
assist in themore diffuse and complex process of agenda‐
setting, these ANRs would, at least partially, determine
what is put on the agenda by the news media. Since
these ANRs are more sophisticated than metrics sys‐
tems and can suggest and summarise what is news, it is
relevant to look at the news employee’s self‐perceived
decision‐making power as an agenda setter.

Although many ANRs are still in their infancy and
their success or failure is still uncertain, researchers
underscore the importance of newsrooms that adopt a
strategy about AI, automation, and computational jour‐
nalistic tools (Beckett, 2019). Because the relationship
of newsworkers and computational journalistic tools is
relatively new, journalists will have to learn to “share
autonomy,” as Deuze (2005) puts it. Building on that
development, there could come a time when newswork‐
ers consciously need to outsource their decisions to
non‐human agents. Helberger (2019) points out that it
is crucial for the news employee that an ANR does not
encroach on his or her autonomy or decision‐making
freedom, as this could lead to a breach of trust with
the news employee. As a result, the lack of guaranteed
autonomy may lead the news employee to decisively
reject further interaction with the ANR. This brings us to
the second research question: Howdomembers of news‐
room innovation labs consider the influence of ANR on
the autonomy of setting the agenda for newsworkers?

3. Method

This qualitative study focuses on newsworkers from
American, British, and German newsroom innovation
labs, as these labs have been working for some time
on one or various ANRs. The respondents were selected
using the snowball method and focused on the mem‐
bers of the lab that are familiar with ANRs. The sample
consists of 16 members from The Washington Post (4),
the BR radio station (2), The Wall Street Journal (2), the
BBC (6), and Der Spiegel (2). The average age of our
respondents is 34.6, with the youngest being 25 and
the oldest 61. Almost all members of the sample have
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a master’s degree and have a background in journalism,
computer science, or both.

At the request of some interviewees, we do not men‐
tion names in the analyses and use an identifier instead.
The interview guide is divided into three parts: During
the first part of the questionnaire, we probed for infor‐
mation about the individual news employee, such as job
title, background, and responsibilities. In the secondpart,
we focused on their role as gatekeepers and the use
of ANR in their daily decision‐making in the process of
news gathering. The third part of the questionnaire con‐
centrated on how ANRs have a potential impact on the
autonomy of the newsworker as an agenda setter. In this
series of interviews, the focus is on the interaction with
ANRs that are already in use, albeit sometimes still in a
beta phase.

A qualitative, descriptive method was used to anal‐
yse the interviews (Braun & Clarke, 2006). The 16 inter‐
views lasted one hour on average and were conducted
via Skype because of Covid‐19. The recordings were tran‐
scribed, and the responses were qualitatively coded and
analysed to answer the research questions. Particular
attention was paid to the statements around ANRs and
the role of gatekeeping and agenda‐setting. Our main
goal during coding was primarily to identify the differ‐
ent ANRs and the variety of potential impacts they have
on gatekeeping and agenda‐setting, rather than to make
a representative estimate of the ANR’s impact on the
entire news ecosystem.

4. Results

Since we want to map out which ANR are present in
the various newsrooms of our sample, and since these
ANRs are also related to the results, we will give a brief
overview of the ANR here. The BBC uses an ANR called
Modus, which helps newsworkers to quickly summarise
what is new(s) by displaying the most important high‐
lights of a text or photo in bullet points. At the BR and
Der Spiegel, they use the same technology for their ANR
as they do at BBC. The Washington Post has different
ANRs but, for the scope of this study, we solely focus
on the Lead Locator. This ANR is being used for national
and regional elections in the US and suggests potential
leads based on clean data. The The Wall Street Journal
is experimenting with a tool that monitors stock prices
and, based on these fluctuations, automatically sends
short messages to newsworkers. In this way, newswork‐
ers can be notified more quickly of sudden stock move‐
ments. An overviewof the results is given belowby focus‐
ing on both the decision‐making and on the autonomy of
agenda‐setting.

4.1. Algorithmic News Recommendations and
Decision‐Making in Newsgathering

All newsroom innovation lab members see why an ANR
is implemented in the newsgathering phase, but some

realise that using an ANR in their daily decisions can
be useless too. When they were asked how these ANRs
can influence a newsworker’s decision‐making, they high‐
lighted the fact that they use an ANR especially when
there is a so‐called “news peak” (e.g., an election night, a
worldwide pandemic, other breaking news, etc.). In the
case of this peak, respondents are more inclined to del‐
egate part of their decision‐making to an ANR. The ANR
will help determinewhat kinds of stories and leadswill be
used in newsgathering and will lead to potential stories
in the phase of news production. The interviews show
that the respondents see the ANR as a tool that spurs
the decision‐making process. Respondents point to a cer‐
tain level of reluctancy when interacting with the ANR
initially, as they have no idea what the features were of
these ANRs. As they start to interact with the ANR, this
results in amore precise delineation of what the tool can
and cannot do. Respondents refer to anANR as a “shovel”
or an “assistant” to uncover potential leads or patterns
in newsgathering. Other members of newsroom innova‐
tion labs underscore that ANRs can free up time in the
newsgathering phase:

We use the ANR as a shovel to dig up interesting leads
from databases and information flows. In the begin‐
ning, I was rather hesitant to use the ANR, but when
I started interactingwith it, I realised it could optimise
the decisions I make. (Respondent 12)

An ANR helped us to cover the riots at the US Capitol
as we used several datasets. With the help of this
ANR, this journalist went over to three or four editors
and said: “Here are the potential storylines we could
use….The ANRwas definitely good enough to suggest
what could be newsworthy. (Respondent 1)

The process of gatekeeping gets automated or opti‐
mised in a way. When journalists interact with
ANRs, they will uncover different patterns of what
is newsworthy. This will make them more capable of
analysing possible leads. The tools could free up time,
and the journalists can slow down their newsgather‐
ing processes and have a look at where they get their
news. (Respondent 16)

When we evaluate the interaction between the news‐
worker and the ANR in the context of newsgathering, we
notice a “trust‐distrust dichotomy.” In other words, there
is a group of respondents who trust ANRs and another
groupwho distrust these tools and how theymay impact
their decision‐making. A group of newsroom innovation
lab members points out that newsworkers place great
trust in the ANR they use. Without being aware of all the
tool’s functionalities, they nevertheless start to rely on
what the ANR labels as newsworthy and, as one respon‐
dent puts it, adopt a kind of “lazy attitude.” Respondents
in and outside innovation labs place trust in what the
tool is selecting, summarising, and suggesting is without
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flaws, as it has been presented as a “smart technology.”
To inform these newsworkers that have “blind faith” in
these ANRs, members of specific innovation labs men‐
tion that they add a disclaimer on the ANR platform stat‐
ing the flaws of these systems:

Some journalists who started using the ANR have
become lazy. They think that the algorithm makes
no mistakes in summarising or suggesting what news
and newsworthy could be. The faith in the tool tran‐
scends the criticism of the user. (Respondent 11)

I was a bit surprised by the fact that other journalists
wouldwant to knowhow these ANRswork, but some‐
how, they do not care….They use the tool to gather
the news and only start complaining when certain
features do not work sufficiently….We needed to add
a disclaimer to the ANR saying that these tools can
make mistakes as well. (Respondent 2)

At the same time, there is a group of newsworkers
who do not trust the functionalities of an ANR within
newsgathering. According to another group of respon‐
dents, this distrust is related to a fear that they “will
lose their journalistic autonomy or their editorial con‐
trol.” This group does not believe that the technology
and the functionalities of an ANR are sufficient enough to
suggest what could be newsworthy. Respondents men‐
tion that journalists outside the newsroom innovation
labs do not have “the right skill set” to work with these
ANRs, resulting in a knowledge gap. This means that the
innovation lab members are most familiar with the ins
and outs of the ANR but that other newsworkers in the
ecosystem do not have that same knowledge to use the
ANR responsibly:

With respect to one ANR project, the algorithm we
tested was not sufficient enough, so members of the
lab did not want to develop that ANR further. The sug‐
gestions sent out to journalists were not interesting
enough in the sense that they were like: “Hey, we
should write something about this!” At this point, we
do not have the right skillset and enough resources
for that. (Respondent 8)

The ANR that we used to suggest what is news is
not sufficient enough as the technology for German
language models is not advanced today. That is why
journalists are not really using it yet….For English,
we use the tool to find what could be newsworthy.
(Respondent 11)

When we review what can be improved in the ANR‐
newsworker interaction, one specific leitmotif often
recurs: The majority of the respondents point to the
importance of the “human in the loop.” The members
of newsroom innovation labs insist on human control
and supervision, even if it turns out that technology

in the form of machine learning will ensure that such
ANRs will become more complex, advanced, and there‐
fore more autonomous in newsrooms. Some respon‐
dents also point out that the lower forms of decision‐
making (e.g., suggesting whatmight be newsworthy) can
be done by a tool, but the final decision of what is news‐
worthy remains with the newsworker:

With all the technology in the world, we still need
humans to fight misinformation and disinformation.
We aim to contribute to stories that are more per‐
sonal in the lab….We may have systems that gather
the news and show us what could be relevant, but
we still need to put a human touch to the story.
Technology is just an extra layer to our reporting.
(Respondent 3)

The various labs we created were really there to sup‐
port the newsroom, to improve the jobs of journalists.
If I look at an ANR and a newsworker’s interaction,
I think that the last one is still in charge….However,
the ANR can really be effective in suggesting what
news is. (Respondent 10)

I guess that these ANRs could support the journalist
to do the lower forms of decision‐making. These tools
help the journalist in what is relevant and what could
be newsworthy, but the final judgement needs to be
made by a journalist. (Respondent 14)

4.2. Algorithmic News Recommendations and
Agenda‐Setting

If we evaluate the role of ANR on the autonomy of the
newsworker as an agenda setter, we can conclude that,
according to the members of the innovation labs, ANR
does have the ability to influence what “goes on the
agenda.”We conclude from the analysis of the interviews
that a “positive acceleration effect” emerged when it
came to the agenda‐setting process. Since an ANR can
summarise, translate, and label news as newsworthy, the
pace and nature of the decisions of what topics are cho‐
sen can be accelerated. In doing so, respondents say
it is crucial to ensure newsworker autonomy. As some
innovation lab members point out, within the process of
agenda‐setting the newsworker is helped by the ANR in
the way it presents different topics to them, potentially
increasing the diversity of the news. However, the jour‐
nalist must have full autonomy towrite about topic x or y.
If this is not the case, the newsworker will not be inclined
to use the ANR:

We have been really conscientious in the lab about
what features to include in the ANR and which not.
We want to use those tools as amplifiers for our jour‐
nalists in order to fulfil their function as agenda setter.
(Respondent 13)
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Journalists do not want a tool like an ANR that makes
decisions for them. They want autonomy and free‐
dom in how they select the topics and how they put
these topics on the agenda. If their freedom is not
guaranteed, theywill not use the ANR. (Respondent 4)

Aswith daily decision‐making, themajority of the respon‐
dents pointed to the technological shortcomings of such
ANRs, leading to a “trust–distrust relationship.” Thus,
apart from the full autonomy that newsworkers want
to experience during the process of agenda‐setting,
another reason why certain ANRs are not used is the
fact that this tool does not work sufficiently. We see that
this “willingness–reluctance attitude” of newsworkers
strongly depends on the type of features of the tool and
that this attitude also differs from one editorial office to
another. In addition, this “trust–reluctance relationship”
has its roots in a more considerable tension between
the newsroom innovation lab (which knows how the
tool works) and the larger, more conservative newsroom
(whose staff do not know how this tool works). In light of
this, this full autonomy for the newsworker within the
process of agenda‐setting will not be safeguarded in the
future. This evolution is in turn linked to the reduction
of distrust in such ANR as the technology will become
increasingly sophisticated and complex:

As a lab, we are really isolated from the broader
newsroom, and that is also why not a lot of journal‐
ists used our ANR system….But here is the key thing:
When we augment the newsroom with an ANR, we
should be able, at all times, to maintain our edito‐
rial control. That will give us the autonomy we need
to decide which topics we highlight to our audience.
(Respondent 7)

Instead of publishing the news directly produced
by an ANR, we have a reporter look at it, super‐
vise it….But in the future, because of technologi‐
cal advancements, journalists will start to trust ANR
instead of distrusting it. (Respondent 11)

From the analysis of the interviews, we can infer that the
“positive acceleration effect” of ANRs on agenda‐setting
causes newsworkers to be exposed tomore leads, topics,
or themes, leading to more news diversity. Respondents
speak of “a higher degree of comprehensibility of certain
topics,” allowing them to make a more informed choice
about what to add to the “agenda.” Since the algorithm
behind these ANRs ensures that specific articles are sum‐
marised for the journalist, it is possible for journalists to
sift through more information in a short amount of time.
Coupledwith this,members of the newsroom innovation
lab point out that ANRs allow journalists to become bet‐
ter at their jobs:

Because of the suggestions and the summaries of an
ANR, I am able to grasp certain stories better. If I read

an interesting lead, I will turn to other reporters to ask
them if it would be useful to write an article on that.
So, in a way, it smoothens the process of me putting
certain topics on the agenda. (Respondent 10)

Our core problem is that we have to serve everybody
aswe have thismandate of universality. So, it is essen‐
tial to have tools like ANR to do our jobs better. If we
have tools to cover stories differently and put issues
on the agenda via different platforms, it is useful to
have more of these ARS around….Amid a global pan‐
demic, there is a lot of data every day, so then we
largely rely on our ARS to make our daily coverage
more effective and efficient. (Respondent 7)

Journalism will become more about processing
and monitoring information via systems like ANR.
Newsworkerswill remain the humans in the loop, and
they will stay the decision‐makers on what to put on
the agenda, but the way they weigh their decisions
will depend more on ANR and other tools….The news
organisations that do not invest in these types of skills
and do not train their staff in working with ANR will
be left behind. (Respondent 5)

5. Discussion and Conclusion

The main goal of this study was to gain a better under‐
standing of how ANRs are used in newsrooms and how
they may influence newsworkers’ roles as gatekeepers
and agenda setters. The interviews with the 16 mem‐
bers of newsroom innovation labs showed that new
dynamics do emerge in how newsworkers make their
daily decisions (gatekeeping) and that their (journalis‐
tic) autonomy changes when they set the digital agenda
(agenda‐setting).

The results show that ANRs in newsgathering are
mainly used during the “news peak” where, in this situ‐
ation, more decision‐making and agency is attributed to
the ANR because it can more quickly make different sug‐
gestions about what could be newsworthy. These ANRs
are therefore seen as a tool that can help the decision‐
making process, a tool that can dig up patterns and recog‐
nise them quickly. On the other hand, newsworkers are
discovering the limitations of the technology that drives
ANRs and have stated that (journalistic) autonomy in the
interaction with the tool is all‐important. The process
of decision‐making could be further optimised (in terms
of accuracy) and automated (in terms of speed) in the
future, but that depends on how much journalists want
to grant agency to this ANR. This evolution could give
a glimpse of the interaction between newsworkers and
ANRs in the future, when specific journalistic roles and
work packageswill be transformed and partially assigned
to a tool thanks to these instruments.

From the analysis of the interviews, we can conclude
that ANR does create a new dynamic regarding what is
“put on the agenda.” For example, the ANR is going to
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make sure that the leads are more diverse, and this may
positively affect the role of the journalist as an agenda
setter. One of the key results in terms of agenda‐setting
is the “positive acceleration effect” that ensures that
news leads can offer greater diversity with regard to the
topics that are put on the agenda. As with gatekeep‐
ing, the autonomy of the newsworker in the process of
agenda‐setting must be maintained. If the ANR is given
partial or complete autonomy over the various topics
that appear in the newsroom, the newsroom will begin
to distrust the ANR and avoid using the tool. The analy‐
sis of the interviews shows that news staff do not want
to cede their autonomy to the ANR, which immediately
points to the fact that using this ANR is an essential
requirementwhen it comes to agenda‐setting. Again, the
majority of respondents point to a trust–distrust relation‐
ship, as in the process of decision making (gatekeeping).
This trust–distrust relationship has its roots in a greater
tension between the newsroom innovation lab (which
knows how ANRs work) and the larger, more conser‐
vative newsroom (which does not know how this tool
works). On the one hand, there is a group of news staff
that trust ANR almost completely, but at the same time
has no affinity for how this ANRworks on a technical level
(i.e., where the data comes from, how the suggestions
are formulated).

This trust can lead to a kind of “laziness” on the part
of the newsworker, who assumes that the ANR will make
few, if any, mistakes in suggesting and summarising what
news is. On the other hand, a group of newsworkers out‐
side the innovation labs are starting to avoid interacting
with the ANR precisely because of the technical flaws.
The fact that those newsworkers encounter bad news
leads or summaries may cause them to distrust the ANR.
An analysis of the interviews shows that this sense of dis‐
trust is strongly associated with a fear of losing control if
the newsworker continues to interact with the ANR. This
fear is endorsed by members of the innovation labs and
can also be related to the argument that there should
always be a “person in the loop” who should act as a
final gatekeeper. He or she should continue to act as a
gatekeeper to assess what can be labelled newsworthy.

This research has limitations. For example, it is ques‐
tionable whether the views and opinions of members
of newsroom innovation labs can be generalised as rep‐
resentative of the views of the entire editorial staff.
Previous research has already shown that members of
such labs aremore tech‐savvy and better informed about
the different features of tool x or y (see, for example,
Beckett, 2019; Tameling & Broersma, 2013). Therefore,
follow‐up research could test the differences in views
betweenmembers of newsroom innovation labs and the
broader news ecosystem. This research can start from
the concept of autonomy and can therefore advance
our understanding of how technology shapes the work
processes among newsworkers. In addition, expert inter‐
views have been used to obtain a picture of how this
interaction between an ANRon the one hand and a news‐

worker on the other takes place within various news‐
room innovation labs. This method charts the dynam‐
ics that occur within specific newsrooms and labs, mak‐
ing the results per news outlet highly context‐dependent.
Follow‐up research could scrutinise a specific newsroom
and, through a combination of ethnographic research
and expert interviews, examine how such a tool is imple‐
mented through the Grounded Theory method (see,
for example, Glaser & Strauss, 2017; Urquhart, 2012).
This research could contribute to a better understand‐
ing of the use and influence of ANRs on the role of
newsworkers, both for journalism scholars and journal‐
ism professionals.
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